In this paper we introduce the notion of anti Q-L-fuzzy
 -group and anti Q-L-fuzzy
 -ideal under homomorphism and anti homomorphism are discussed.
Preliminaries
In this Section, we review some definitions and some results of L-fuzzy subgroups which will be used in the later sections. Throughout this section we mean that ) , ( G is a group, e is the identity of G and xy as y x .
Definition
A lattice ordered group is a system ) , , (G G 
If a is an element of 
The 
Proposition
In any  -group G , for all (iii) a a a .
In any  -group G , 
Definition
be a L-fuzzy sub set of X . Then for t L , the set t x X x t ) ( is called a lower t-cut or t-level set of . 

X x
, then we say that is contained in and we write . 
Definition
Let f be any function from a set X to a set Y , and let be any L -fuzzy subset of X . Then
, where X y x, .
A L-fuzzy subset of G is said to be a L-fuzzy
A L-fuzzy subset of G is said to be an anti L-fuzzy
Proposition
A L-fuzzy subset of a group G is a anti L-fuzzy subgroup of G if and only if t is a subgroup of G for all
Theorem
Let be an anti L-fuzzy subgroup of G .Then
is a subgroup of G .
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Theorem
c is an anti L-fuzzy subgroup of G .
Definition
Let Q and X be any two sets and be a L-fuzzy 
and Q q then we say that is contained in and we write . 
Let L Q X : , be a Q-L-fuzzy subsets of X . Define , are Q-L-fuzzy subsets of X by all X x , ) , ( ) , ( ) , )( ( q x q x q x and ) , ( ) , ( ) , )( ( q x q x q x
Let G = ) , , , (G is a  -group,
Anti Q-L-fuzzy subgroups
In this section, we introduce the notion of anti Q-L-fuzzy subgroup of a group , and discussed some of its properties. Throughout this section, we mean that , G is a group, e is the identity of G and xy as y x .
Definition
A Q-L-fuzzy subset of G is said to be a Q-L-fuzzy subgroup of G , if , for all G y x, and
A Q-L-fuzzy subset of G is said to be an anti 
Theorem
Let be an anti Q-L-fuzzy subgroup of G . Then G Qe q x G x ), , ( ) , ( is a subgroup of G . Proof Let G Qe q x G x ), , ( ) , ( . Let G b a, , then ) , ( q a = ) , ( q b = ) , ( q e . ) , ( 1 q ab ≤ ) , ( q a ) , ( 1 q b , ) , ( 1 q ab ≤ ) , ( q a ) , ( q b , ≤ ) , ( q e ) ,
is a Q-L-fuzzy subgroup of G , iff c is an anti Q- L-fuzzy subgroup of G .
Proof
Suppose is a Q-L-fuzzy subgroup of G . Then for all x, y G. 
Definition
Let f be a mapping from X into Y , and let and be an anti Q-L -fuzzy subgroups of X and Y 
Theorem
Let G and 1 G be any two groups. Let
has sup property and 
Let G and be an anti
Let G and 
Let G and be an
Anti Q-L-fuzzy  -groups
In this section, we introduce the notion of anti Q-L-fuzzy sub  -group of a  -group , and discussed some of its properties. Throughout this section, we mean that 
Definition
A Q-L-fuzzy subset of G is said to be a Q-L-fuzzy sub  -group of G , if , for all G y x, and Q q ,, i. ) , ( q xy ≥ ) , ( q x ) , ( q y , ii. ) , ( 1 q x = ) , ( q x , iii. ) , ( q y x ≥ ) , ( q x ) , ( q y , iv. ) , ( q y x ≥ ) , ( q x ) , ( q y ,
A Q-L-fuzzy subset of G is said to be an anti Q-Lfuzzy sub
Proposition
A Q-L-fuzzy subset of a group G is an anti Q-L-fuzzy sub  -group of G if and only if t is a sub
Theorem
Let be an anti Q-L-fuzzy sub 
is a Q-L-fuzzy sub
Then for all x, y G,
Hence c is an anti Q-L fuzzy sub  -group of G .
has sup property and
Let G and be an anti Q-L-fuzzy sub
Proof
Let be an anti Q-L-fuzzy sub
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Theorem
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43 iii. ) ), ( ( ) , )( ( 1 q y x f q y x f ) ), ( ) ( ( q x f y f ≤ ) ), ( ( q y f ) ), ( ( q x f ≤ ) , )( ( 1 q y f ) , )( ( 1 q x f ) , )( ( 1 q y x f ≤ ) , )( ( 1 q x f ) , )( ( 1 q y f iv . ) ), ( ( ) , )( ( 1 q y x f q y x f ) ), ( ) ( ( q x f y f ≤ ) ), ( ( q y f ) ), ( ( q x f ≤ ) , )( ( 1 q y f ) , )( ( 1 q x f ) , )( ( 1 q y x f ≤ ) , )( ( 1 q x f ) , )( ( 1 q y f . Hence ) ( 1 f is an anti Q-L-fuzzy sub  -group of G .
Anti Q-L-fuzzy  -ideal in  -group
In this section, we introduce the concept of anti Q-L-fuzzy  -ideal in  -group and discuss some of its properties. Throughout this section, we mean that 
Definition
A Q-L-fuzzy sub  -group of a  -group G is said to be a Q-L-fuzzy  -ideal of G if , for all G y x, , Q q i. ) , ( ) , ( q yx q xy and ii. G y x, , ) , ( ) , ( q y q x y x .
A Q-L-fuzzy sub  -group of a  -group G is said to be an anti Q-L-fuzzy  -ideal of G if, for all G y x, , Q q , i. ) , ( ) , ( q yx q xy and ii. G y x, , ) , ( ) , ( q y q x y x .
Theorem
A Q-L-fuzzy sub  -group of G is an anti Q-Lfuzzy  -ideal if and only if each level sub  -group 
and
Hence c is an anti Q-L-fuzzy - -ideal of G .
Every anti Q-L-fuzzy  -ideal is an anti Q-L-fuzzy sub  -group of G .
Proof
it is clear.
Remark
But the converse of the above theorem is not true. . So is not a Q-L-fuzzy  -ideal of R .
Example
Theorem
If and
Proof
Let and
Clearly , the intersection of any family of anti Q-L-fuzzy  -ideals of G is an anti Q-L-fuzzy  -ideal of G . 
Theorem
If H is any  -ideal of G , G H , -ideal of G .
 -ideal of G . Conversely,Let H be an anti Q-L fuzzy  -ideal of G . Then ) , ( ) , ( q yx q xy . Let G x and H y such that y x . 0 ) ( ) ( y x H H , since H is an  -ideal. So 0 ) (x H . So H x . Therefore H is  -ideal of G .
Let be an anti Q-L fuzzy 
G x
. Therefore G is  -ideal of G .
Theorem
Let G and 1 G be any two  -groups. Let
has sup property and is f -invariant.
Let G and 1 G be any two  -groups. Let 1 :
G G f be a homomorphism and onto. Let is an anti Q-L-fuzzy  -ideal of G .
